
Create, Modify, and Delete Categories
This lesson will show you how to create a category, (e.g., manually create a category
and link assignments to that category and include a weight percentage) assign
categories to multiple class's and weight your categories. Setting up categories is
completely optional. The reason you may want categories is to show how the students
are doing on the different categories within the gradebook. For example you can have
one gradebook called Language Arts, and set up the categories for the different areas
that make up Language Arts (i.e. Reading, Grammar, Writing, etc.). You may want to
create categories if you are using standards based grading. You might also want
categories if you want to weigh areas within the gradebook. For example, the
Gradebook Math has homework, tests, quizzes, and projects as categories.

Where to start

1. Click Gradebook tab.

2. Select My Gradebook.

3. Click on any of your Gradebook subjects.



Setup Categories

Under Setup (1) in the sub-navigation bar, select Categories (2).



1. Name is for naming the category. There are no restrictions when naming categories.
(e.g., Homework, Quizzes, Test, etc.). Or if you are using standards based grading you
might want to create categories to match the areas within the standard. For example:
Language Arts gradebook will have Reading, Writing, Spelling, Grammar categories.

2. Entering category weights is optional. If you use weighted categories, be sure that
all your categories add up to 100%.

3. Enter the number of "lowest score" assignments per category you want to drop.



4. The Icon is a visual representation of what category your assignment belongs to.
These are also viewable in Assignment, Student and Spreadsheet views.

5. SAVE ensures that all of your information is saved. NOTE: After you create one
category, click save and then a new row will appear to add an additional category.
Continue this until all categories are added.

Note: You follow the same steps to access categories for editing and deleting.

6. Also Save This To, refers to your ability to assign a category to multiple classes. If
you want to select more than one, (Hold down CTRL for PC or Command for MAC) and
select as many classes you would like the category assigned to. If you want to save
your categories to all of your gradebooks, select the ALL GRADEBOOKS from the drop
down.



Standards Based Gradebooks- Aggregate Score
Calculation

Aggregate Score Calculation in Standards Based Gradebooks means that students
receive a weighted mean mark when GradeBook uses Categories (with each category
assigned with weighing factor). As a standards-based GradeBook uses the point scale 0
- 5, assignments assignments will have a fixed value of 5 for both 'Possible Points' and
'Possible Score' fields when creating an assignment. 'Link Performance Band Level'
must be enabled to link an assessment score to an assignment to a standards-based
GradeBook. Both Progress Report and Class Grade Report generated from standards-
based GradeBook shows Average column instead of a percentage.

Note: A standards-based GradeBook is set up in GradeBook creation by enabling Use
Numeric Performance Bands. It cannot be updated to become a non-standards-based
GradeBook.
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